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AT A GLANCE

MEMBERS OF COMMUNITY SERVICED

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE PROVIDED:
GENERAL ASSISTANCE PROVIDED:

TOTAL PAY TO CU@WORK EMPLOYEES:
TOTAL $ TO THE COMMUNITY IN Q1:

$37,567.00
$42,186.00
$21,124.00

$100,877.00



Nicole is an asset to the
Township and especially

to the employment
development sector for

people experiencing
homelessness!

NICOLE MUSUMECI, PROSPERITY

GARDENS DIRECTOR

Nicole continues to put
her life into developing

the Townships’ gardens as
well as the participants’

skill sets! 

Recently, Nicole was an
integral part of securing a
grant from the CU Schools

Foundation to promote
education within the READY

program about urban ag &
farming! 

Thank you for your dedication and tireless work, Nicole!

In the month of September alone, 5 employees
worked a combine 423 hours in our gardens under

Nicole’s supervision & began to work on “next steps
for employment” once the cohort graduates at the

end of the year. 



Just the numbers

STRIDES
39 hours of

crisis

intervention

performed

33 Individuals

successfully

transitioned

out

9 individuals

saught

behavioral

health

treatment

2516 Showers

2344 loads of laundry

7252 nights of shelter 

437 hours of case management



call to action!

impact our guests directly by
donating this winter season!



Thank you to who all contributed to this guest’s success! Street Outreach

Movement, Patricia (case manager of Strides), MTD, Promise Healthcare, and TLT

Properties

Another Day, Another Guest
Housed!

This guest is near and dear to Strides’ heart, as he has been with us

since day one of sheltering. He joined us with the help of Warren,

Executive Director of Street Outreach Movement, after being

unsheltered for an extended period of time due to a lifetime ban at

another shelter. Previously, he struggled immensely with his mental

health and was unable to care for himself to an extent.

He has gained a tremendous

amount of autonomy back

through the work he has done

during his stay at the shelter.

We’ll miss him, but we look

forward to his continued

success in the future!

Restored use of Transit Services

Obtained a new Social Security

Compensation Payee

Created and has sustained a

mental health regiment


